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In the martial art of karate, Bunkai is the meaning of the practical application of 

kata with one or more opponents considering the distances and using default 

movements 

Bunkai is a circus short number that combines hand to hand technique with 

karate. 

 

Synopsis 

Through joining the circus and karate, you can see a deconstruction of two lives 

using balance, unbalance and rebalance 

that brings the characters to common 

vision of a new way. 

  

The rehearsal line corresponds to a 

research the way of linking the two 

disciplines. 

Link vídeo BUNKAI 

 
Photo: Frédéric Filiatre 

https://vimeo.com/139988168
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 Artists:  

o  Amer Kabbani (base) 

o  Àfrica Llorens  (flyer)  

 Direction assistance: Roberto Magro  

 Karate specialist assistance: 

Armando Rabanera 

 Hand to hand technical 

assistance: Fernando Melki 

 Clothing: Aline Vincent 

 Photography: Manel Sala 

 Scenery and logo design: 

Betty Girosola 
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 Duration: 7-8 minutes  

 Ideal indoor spaces, possibility to performance in outdoors 

 Scenic space: flat 6x4m, without slope. Minimum height: 5 metres 

 Regular stage lighting 

 Sound system and 1 

person for play the track 
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Amer and Àfrica are two circus artists specialized in hand to hand. They met  in 

La Central del Circ in Barcelona in 2011. Since then, they have been attending 

intensive courses to improve their technique and discover their own language. 

In 2013 they win Besmina price which allows them to initiate the creation of a 

new show, now under construction, with the guidance of Roberto Magro, artistic 

director at  Central del Circ.  

They take more than three years working together, during this time they have 

performed their creations at some artistic cabarets and festivals of Catalonia and 

Spain like Trapezi of Reus and TAC of Valladolid. 

In 2015 they are 

nominated for best act 

in Zircolika prize of 

Catalonia. 
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Àfrica Llorens comes from the world 

of Karate competition. She enters 

the circus after being a member of 

Acrosport group at INEFC 

Barcelona, university where she 

studies for 4 years, taking part in 

European gymnastrades and local 

performances. In 2010 she attends 

an intensive circus stage at Balthazar school in Montpellier. She does verticals 

courses at La Central del Circ and also trains in acrobatic balancing and hand to 

hand as flyer under the guidance of different teachers. Her career does not stop 

and she explores contemporary dance with Aina de Gispert, as well as other 

circus techniques. She performed in 19th Winter Circus of Ateneu Popular de 9 

Barris in Barcelona in a show called F.I.R.A Fenòmens Inversemblants Rescatats 

de l’Anonimat (Unlikely Phenomena Rescued from Anonymity). Now she is one 

of Nofit State Circus member, an English company and working with Block show. 
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Amer Kabbani is hand to hand 

base since the first moment he 

discovers the circus. He attends 

regular courses in the Rogelio 

Rivel Circus School and intensive 

ones with different teachers of 

his speciality. He also studies German wheel technique and learns juggling on his 

own. He is also a member of the circus company Bauala and they have 

performed in several festivals around Catalonia and Spain. He studied clown for 

three years at Factoria Di-Mô and created two clown numbers that performed in 

artistic cabarets. He performs at Entre Sillas, a show that has been on stage at 

Barcelona´s Cafè Teatre Llantiol for a year. Also currently performs with a group 

of improvisational theatre called Impro con Limón. He also forms part of a 

French company called La Main s’Affaire creating a new show En Attendant la 

Suite. Now he is one of Nofit State Circus member, an English company and 

working with Block show. 
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amerafricacirc@gmail.com  

666720329 Amer Kabbani  

+34 636231280 Àfrica Llorens  

www.amerafricacirc.com  

www.facebook.com/ameriafricacirc 

 


